October 21, 2019

We are building a software team to develop a set of open-source tools for programmers, including artifacts managers, CI/CD, build automators, code analyzers, and many more. The project is very young, but is going to eventually compete with similar solutions of Google, Amazon, Microsoft, JFrog, GitHub, Atlassian, and others. Our objective is to become an important player at the field of DevOps tools for software development automation, using the existing large (over 50K+ programmers) in-house community as a champion user group.

We expect you:

- To be a hands-on programmer
- To demonstrate us your own clean Java/Python/Ruby/Go/JS code
- To be an active open source contributor/author
- To speak English fluently (intermediate is OK too)
- To be ready to work full-time (5x8) in our Moscow office
- To know UML and be able to explain your thoughts via diagrams

You will get:

- Above-the-market monthly salary
- All social benefits, including 28 days annual paid vacation, etc.
- Challenging tasks and details-oriented management
- An opportunity to become a known open source contributor
- A limitless career path in a Fortune-100 company

Email me, when ready: yegor256@gmail.com.